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Abstract. The point inside/outside a polygon test is used by many applications
in computer graphics, computer games and geographical information systems.
When this test is repeated several times with the same polygon a data structure is
necessary in order to reduce the linear time needed to obtain an inclusion result.
In the literature, different approaches, like grids or quadtrees, have been pro-
posed for reducing the complexity of these algorithms. We propose a new
method using a polar space subdivision to reduce the time necessary for this
inclusion test. The proposed algorithm is robust and has a performance of OðkÞ,
where k � N, k is the number of tested intersections with polygon edges, and
the time complexity of the preprocessing is OðNÞ, where N is the number of
polygon edges.
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1 Introduction

In computational geometry, the point location problem asks whether a given point in
the plane lies inside or outside of a convex or non-convex polygon [4–6]. This problem
finds applications in areas that deal with processing geometrical data, such as computer
graphics, computer vision, geographical information systems (GIS), motion planning,
Computer-aided design (CAD), and has been the subject of many research papers in
computer science and related application disciplines.

For an overview, we refer to Snoeyink’s survey paper [9]. Probably the most
common algorithm for point in polygon testing without preprocessing is the “crossing
number algorithm” and the first description of the algorithm is by Shimrat [7]. It is well
known that handling degenerate cases in a crossing number algorithm is not obvious.
Forrest [1] nicely illustrates the problems involved. While previous cases studied on
practical point in polygon testing, e.g. [2, 8, 10, 11] focus on time performance and
sometimes on memory usage.
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2 Proposed Algorithm

In this section, we will introduce a new point in non-convex polygon test algorithm in
E2. The main idea of this algorithm is to divide all input polygon edges into several
subsets using polar space subdivision. Then the point in polygon test will become fast
and easy.

First, in Sect. 2.1, we will introduce the technique of space subdivision. In Sect. 2.2,
we will show how to divide polygon edges into several sectors. Finally, in Sect. 2.3, we
will propose an approach for point inside a non-convex polygon test.

2.1 Space Subdivision

The 2 D space can be divided into several non-overlapping polar shaped sectors. This
division uses a center point and angular division. Center point C is calculated as the
average of all corners of the non-convex polygon.

One way to divide the space is to use a uniform division of an angle from 0 to 2p.
Using this, we have to calculate the exact angle between the vector x0 ¼ 0; 1½ �T and the
vector v ¼ x� C, and such a calculation uses the following formula:

h ¼ arctg2 vx; vy
� �

: ð1Þ

Calculation of the function arctg2 vx; vy
� �

takes a lot of time and we therefore use
a simplified calculation of the approximated angle.

The simplified angle is not uniformly distributed on a circle, but it is uniformly
distributed on the border of a square �1;�1h i � 1; 1h i. When calculating the angle, we
have to locate the exact half of quadrant, i.e. octant, see Fig. 1, where the point is
located, and then calculate the intersection with the given edge. The intersection with
an edge is simple, as all edges of the box axis are aligned and intersect with the main
axes at y or x ¼ 1 or � 1. The distribution of a simplified angle can be seen on Fig. 1.

Calculation of a simplified angle is 1:34 times faster than the formula (1) and gives
almost the same results, as can be seen in Fig. 2.

Now we have a simple calculation of the simplified angle and therefore we are able
to determine the index of the sector where the given point belongs.

Fig. 1. Uniform distribution of a simplified angle on a unit square. Angle u 2 0; 8 instead of
normal values from interval h 2 0; 2p.
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2.2 Division of Polygon Edges into Sectors

All edges of the given polygon can be subdivided into sectors, i.e. each sector contains
indices of all edges contained in the sector. The location of each edge can be deter-
mined using both endpoints of the edge. For each endpoint, we have to calculate the
index of the sector (istart and iend) to which the vertex belongs. In the next step we have
to add this edge into all sectors with indices from istart to iend (counterclockwise
orientation), or iend to istart (clockwise orientation), see Fig. 3. To determine, whether
the polygon edge is oriented clockwise (CW ) or counterclockwise (CCW ), we can use
the following formula:

Orientation Estart � C;Eend � Cð Þ ¼ vstart � vendð Þz¼ v xð Þ
start v yð Þ

start

v xð Þ
end v yð Þ

end

�����
�����; ð2Þ

where Estart and Eend are starting and ending points of the polygon edge, vstart and vend
are vectors in 3D calculated as:

vstart ¼ v xð Þ
start v yð Þ

start 1
h iT

¼ Estart � Cð Þ 1½ �T

vend ¼ v xð Þ
end v yð Þ

end 1
h iT

¼ Eend � Cð Þ 1½ �T ;
ð3Þ

where C is the origin of polar space subdivision. The positive result confirms that the
orientation of the endpoints is CCW and the negative result confirms CW orientation.

During the subdivision of all edges, we can precalculate the direction vector ei of

each edge E ið Þ
startE

ið Þ
end with i 2{1, …, edges_count}:

ei ¼ E ið Þ
end � E ið Þ

start: ð4Þ

This vector will be used in the future when testing a point inside a non-convex
polygon.

a) b) c) 

Fig. 2. Division of space into 32 (a), 64 (b) and 128 (c) non-overlapping sectors using uniform
distribution of a simplified angle.
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2.3 Point Inside Non-convex Polygon Test

To determine, whether a point is inside a non-convex polygon, we will use
a ray-casting method. We create a line from the center point C to the testing point P.
Then we count how many times the segment line CP intersects with the polygon. The
number of intersections is called the crossing number.

If the point C is inside the polygon, then if the crossing number is an odd number,
the point is outside the polygon, otherwise if it is an even number, the point is inside. If
the point C is outside the polygon, then if the crossing number is an odd number, the
point is inside the polygon (see Fig. 4), otherwise if it is an even number, the point is
outside.

The first step of the algorithm is to determine the sector to which the testing point
belongs. This is done using the simplified angle calculation described in Sect. 2.1. Each
segment contains a list of polygon edges, which lie inside of it. This number of edges
can be small, when using high number of divisions (i.e. sectors), compared to the
number of polygon edges. The great advantage is that we do not have to test the
intersection with all polygon edges, instead of it we test the intersection only with
edges contained in the particular segment.

To determine whether a line segment CP intersects a polygon edge EstartEend we
have to use the following approach. The first criterion is that both endpoints C and P
must lie on the opposite sides of the polygon edge. This is fulfilled when:

Fig. 3. Orientation of the polygon edge with endpoints in sectors with indices istart and iend
(CCW or CW).

Fig. 4. The number of intersections of segment line CP with polygon edges.
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Orientation e;C � Estartð Þ � Orientation e;P� Estartð Þ� 0; ð5Þ

where e is the precalculated directional vector, i.e. e ¼ Eend � Estart, and function
Orientation a; bð Þ is defined in (2). The second criterion is that both endpoints Estart and
Eend must lie on the opposite sides of the line CP. This is fulfilled when:

Orientation P� C;C � Estartð Þ � Orientation P� C;C � Eendð Þ� 0: ð6Þ

Now, we know how that if both conditions (5) and (6) are fulfilled then a line
segment CP intersects a polygon edge EstartEend . We count the number of intersections
with polygon edges contained in a segment, i.e. the crossing number.

The only thing we need to know is if the point C is inside or outside the non-convex
polygon. We create a virtual ray with starting point at C and directional vector 1; 0½ �T .
Then we compute the number of intersections with polygon edges contained in sector
with index 0, as the simplified angle of vector 1; 0½ �T is 0. The intersection of an edge
EstartEend with a ray is calculated as:

Orientation 1; 0½ �T ;C � Estart
� � � Orientation 1; 0½ �T ;C � Eend

� �� 0: ð7Þ

If the number of intersections is odd, the point C lies inside the polygon otherwise if the
number of intersections is even, the point C lies outside the polygon.

3 Experimental Results

The approach proposed has been implemented in C# using.Net Framework 4.5 and
tested on data sets using PC with the configuration:

• CPU: Intel® Core™ i7 920 (4 × 2,67 GHz),
• memory: 12 GB RAM,
• operating system 64bits Microsoft Windows 8.

3.1 Examples of Testing Polygons

The proposed approach has been tested on different types of non-convex polygons.
First type were randomly generated polygons (see Fig. 5) and second type were real
polygons from geographic information system (GIS) (see Fig. 6).

Randomly generated polygons can have any number of edges and both have very
different shapes.

Real polygons represent two regions in the Czech Republic. They were chosen as
they have the most complex shapes from all regions in this country. One of them
contains 1 672 edges, i.e. the Olomoucky region, and the second one contains 1 461
edges, i.e. the Kralovehradecky region.
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3.2 Distribution of Testing Points

The proposed approach has been tested using points with Halton points distribution in
2D [3]. Halton sequence is a deterministic sequence of numbers that produces
well-spaced “draws” from the unit interval. The sequence is based on a particular prime
number and is constructed based on finer and finer prime-based divisions of
sub-intervals of unit interval. An example of a Halton sequence based on prime number
2 and 3 starts with the following numbers:

Fig. 5. Randomly generated spiral polygon (left) and star polygon (right).

Fig. 6. Real data sets of the Olomoucky (left) and Kralovehradecky (right) region in Czech
Republic. Polygon contains 1672 edges (left) and 1461 edges (right).
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Halton 2ð Þ ¼ 1
2
;
1
4
;
3
4
;
1
8
;
5
8
;
3
8
;
7
8
;
1
16

;
9
16

; . . .

Halton 3ð Þ ¼ 1
3
;
2
3
;
1
9
;
4
9
;
7
9
;
2
9
;
5
9
;
8
9
;
1
27

; . . .

ð8Þ

When we pair the Halton sequences in (8) up, we get a sequence of points in 2D in
a unit square:

Halton 2; 3ð Þ ¼ 1
2
;
1
3

� �
;

1
4
;
2
3

� �
;

3
4
;
1
9

� �
;

1
8
;
4
9

� �
;

5
8
;
7
9

� �
;

3
8
;
2
9

� �
;

7
8
;
5
9

� �
;

1
16

;
8
9

� �
;

9
16

;
1
27

� �
; . . .

ð9Þ

It can be seen that a Halton sequence covers the space more evenly than randomly
generated uniform points (see Fig. 7). This sequence of points will be used as input
points for testing a point inside or outside a polygon.

3.3 Optimal Number of Sectors

The edges of input polygon have to be divided into several sectors such as each sector
will contain only edges that are inside that sector. The important key is how many
sectors should be created, i.e. what is the divide count for 2D polar space subdivision.
We measured the proportion between the divide count and the polygon edges count.

The proposed algorithm consists of two phases. The first one is the preprocessing
when dividing polygon edges into sectors and the second phase is the location test of
a point inside or outside of polygon.

It can be seen (from Figs. 8 and 9) that with increasing number of divisions the
preprocessing time increases as well. The runtime of one point location test decreases
until some minimum number and then increases. The decreasing time needed for
location test is caused due to decreasing number of edges in one sector. When the
number of sectors is too large, the time performance becomes worse. This is due to
problems with memory, as we cannot use the advantage of caching.

Fig. 7. 103 2D Halton points generated by Halton 2; 3ð Þ (left) and 103 2D random points with
uniform distribution (right).
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The optimal proportion of division count and polygon edges count is, according to
the Fig. 8, equal 0:9, i.e. the division count is almost the same as the number of edges
in polygon.

The optimal proportion of division count and polygon edges count is, according to
the Fig. 9, for real GIS data sets equal around 4, i.e. the division count is four times
higher than the number of edges in the polygon.

3.4 The Time Performance

In some applications, time performance is one of the most important criteria. We
measured running times for the algorithm of point location test inside or outside a
non-convex polygon. The running times were measured for different numbers of tested
points generated with Halton distribution and for different polygons. The running times
were measured many times and the average times are presented in Figs. 10 and 11.

As a comparison algorithm was selected the same algorithm as the proposed one,
only without the space subdivision and thus without any preprocessing. This algorithm

Fig. 8. Preprocessing time of the algorithm (left) and runtime of one point location test (right)
The size of both polygons is 106 edges.
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Fig. 9. Finding optimal division of space into several sectors (=division count). Preprocessing
time for polygons with 1 461 (Kralovehradecky region) and 1 672 (Olomoucky region) edges
(see Fig. 6) (left) and the time of location test of one point for the same polygons (right).
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tests the point with all polygon edges and not only with edges contained in a particular
sector like the algorithm proposed.

According to Fig. 10, we can see that the location test for a point inside or outside
a star polygon is faster than for a spiral polygon, i.e. is 3:75 times faster. This is due to
the fact that we have to test the segment line CP with more polygon edges. The
proposed algorithm overcomes the algorithm without the space subdivision already for
only 14 (star polygon) and 60 (spiral polygon) testing points.

According to Fig. 11, we can see that the location tests for a point inside or outside
real GIS polygons have almost the same time performance as the number of polygon
edges is almost the same. The proposed algorithm overcomes the algorithm without the
space subdivision already for only 20 testing points (the Olomoucky region) and 10
testing points (the Kralovehradecky region).

Using measured data from Figs. 10 and 11, we can compute the speed-up of the
proposed algorithm to the algorithm without the space subdivision (see Fig. 12).
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Fig. 10. The time complexity of the proposed algorithm (preprocessing time + runtime) and the
algorithm without the space subdivision for different number of testing points. The same time
complexity of both algorithms is for 14 (star polygon) and 60 (spiral polygon) testing points. We
used the randomly generated polygons from Fig. 5 with 106 edges.
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Fig. 11. The time complexity of the proposed algorithm (preprocessing time + runtime) and the
algorithm without the space subdivision for different number of testing points. The same time
complexity of both algorithms is for 20 (left) and 10 (right) testing points. We used the real
non-convex polygons from Fig. 6: Olomoucky region (left) and Kralovehradecky region (right).
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It can be seen that the maximum speed-up is for the star polygon (6 � 104) and the
spiral polygon (1:7 � 104). The speed-up is dependent on the size of the polygon,
because the proposed algorithm uses for each test almost the same number of edges
(independently of the size of the polygon), but the algorithm without the space sub-
division uses always all edges.

4 Conclusion

A new fast and easy to implement location test algorithm of point inside or outside
a polygon in E2 has been presented. It uses the polar space division technique to speed
up computation. The proposed algorithm proved robustness for different polygon types.
The algorithm proposed is convenient for large polygons.

In the future, the algorithm will be modified to enable testing a point inside or
outside a polyhedron in E3.
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